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Cloak’s 'Boy Meets Girl'
Hits Boards with Flourish
SCA Sponsors
Communion
Service Wed.

Leads Capture Spewack Satire;
Set Carries Extravaganza Mood
BY LYNN CASPER and TOM KLOEHN
“Boy meets girl! Boy loses girl! Boy gets girl! I tell you Larry itfa
great!”
. . “Now listen boys —”
“Love never loses. Put your money on love. You can’t lose!”
And so it goes, with two clowning script writers trying to keep the
fire going under a has-been cowboy star who is about to be thrown out
into the cold, cruel world with a million dollar annuity.

On Wednesday, November 14, at
a.m. communion worship will
be held at the Episcopal church.
This service is the first move in
the decision to start a new pro
gram of combined communion ser
vices for the different denomina
F. Theodore Cloak, Lawrence
tions on campus.
The background from which this Theatre director, has exercised his admits: “Oh, I’m Intelligent all
new SCA plan grew was implant seldom-fail judgement and come right; I just don’t know anything."
C. Elliot Friday, “C.F.,” the self
ed with various opinions concern
ing the adequacy of vesper service up again with a great show in admitted intellectual and pillar of
alone to supply all advantages and “Boy Meets Girl.” The show be culture in the movie industry, is
variations of group worship.
gan last night and will continue the only college-bred executive in

With the idea in mind that the
tonight and tomorrow. Curtain
vesper service lacked in o n e
8:15 at the Memorial Chapel.
The script, by Bella and Samuel
Bevan, British bit thing — It did not give each
member of the group a chance
meet over a filch for full expression during t h e Spewack, is an example of some of
the sharpest dialogue ever to hit
"Boy Meets G irl," service—the combined commun the Lawrence stage.
Samuel and Bella ion service was established.
To speak in superlatives, "colossal

Susie Seabrook, waitress, and Rodney
player, are mutually fascinated when they
ed lunch. Mary Ann Storks plays Susie in
ond Jeri Sopanen is Bevan. The play, by
Spewack, continues tonight ond tomorrow night at the During this year, which is con interpretation," “magnificent sa
sidered a trial period, four church tire,’’ “superb dialogue,” would be
Memorial Chapel.
es will take part. Communion will perfectly in keeping with the best

Sadie Hawkins Dance
Scheduled for Nov. 17
Alexander Gym Site of
Dogpatch-Style Saga

be held at the Episcopal, Metho
dist, Presbyterian and Congrega
tional churches.
Each church will present com
munion services in its characteris
tic fashion. An explantlon and dis
cussion of the service will be giv
en after Vespers on the Sunday
following the communion Wednes-

gym, and music will be by Larry day*
Ladd.

Dick Dimon and Don Clipplnger, as a hack team addicted to
In addition to the major social
practical joking, reel off the ex
functions, plans are being made
travaganzas that put Western
for a number of Informal dances
king, Larry Toms back on the
marquee and rocket baby “Hap
to be held in the Union on Wed
First meeting of the Internation py” to sadden fame. Their tim
nesday and Friday nights. These
ing is precise. As a comedy team
will be record parties, and will al Relations club will be a coffee they are perfectly matched.
hour and general mixer at the
follow such activities as skiing Memorial Union Friday, Noember Dimon plays Robert Law, a writ
er of good short stories who has
and basketball games.
'30. at 4:00.
'

IRC to Sponsor
Coffee Hour
Nov. 30 at Union

Plans for the second all-college
function, the annual Sadie Haw
kins dance, are in full swing, ac
cording to Jean Reynolds and John
Arbuthnot, social co-chairmen.
Scheduled for November 17, the
traditional girl-chases-boy affair, in
spired by A1 Capp’s comic strip,
Students who wish to work orn ! The entire faculty and student
*‘L il Abner” , will be held at Alex
the social committee should con- hody are invited, especially fresh...
...
_
. _
men, who are probably not acander _/m. The contention that this
tact either Miss Reynolds at Sage quaintod with thc acUvllics of thc
locale would give shy Lawrence
hall or Arbuthnot at the Phi Delta IRC. A few short talks concerning
youths more space to evade their Theta house
current events are planned, and
feminine assailants was unanimous
there will be an introduction to the
aims of IRC, according to Presi
ly accepted «by members of the so
The informal L.U.C. benefit par. dent Larry Nelson.
cial committee.
A main event of the year will
Music will be provided by Jim  ty will be held at Memorial an be a faculty panel, scheduled for
ion Friday, November 16, from
m y James and his orchestra; both 8 to 12 p.m. Proceeds from the Thursday, December 13. Five fac
ballroom and square dance music 50 cent donation tickets will go ulty members will participate in a
Will be played, if a caller can be to L.U.C. Everyone is urged to discussion of America’s role in
world affairs. The names of the
procured for the latter. One o’ attend. Women will have 12:00 panel members will be known next
o’clock
hours.
clock hours have been granted for
week.
the women.
Part of the evening’s entertain* 1 1 * will be the judging of cos
tume«. of corsages (which on this
•ecasion women provide for the
men) and of beards (which men
may begin cultivating, starting to
day). Appropriate prizes will be
conjured op by the social com
The editorial staff of the Law “by-words” and Don Clippingmittee.
rentian is announcing its perma er’s “clip-sheet” are feature col
“Natcherly wimmin ask men,”
today. Veteran report- umns continued from last year.
Miss Reynolds stated early this .nent staff
.
.
Dick Zuelke replaces Bill Olson
Week. She expressed the hope that!®1"8 ant* new writers make up the as Lawrentian photographer. Ann
women would drop their reticence,group. According to Robert Peter- Leonard will serve as copy runner,
in this respect, hinting that ‘‘This son, editor-in-chief, further appli-1 The sports staff under editor Bill
is your chance.”
jcations for writing positions will be Corny is comprised of John Keil,
Following the Sadie Hawkins received during the entire semes- Neil Neuman, Larry Larsen, Bill
dance will be the Christmas fdr- ter.
Rutherford,
Don
Downs,
Don
mal on December 15. This dance John Runkel, news editor, will Marth, Don Lemke and Bud BisWill also be held at the Alexander be working with six fledging re- sell. Neuman and Larsen covered
porters. They are Sue LaRose, Elcanor Lindquist, Nancy Ryan, Rus
Spanish Club to Meet
sell Evans, Douglas Reimer and
MerryBolle Kercher. Mary Alice
Nov. 15 at Art Center
Green. Margaret Hoyer, Jinny Mac
The second monthly meeting of Farlane, Barbara Zierke and Tom
the Spanish club will be held at Kloehn, last year's writers
rethe Art Center on Thursday, No- turn to the department.
vember 15 at 7:00 p.m.
Feature
editor
Mary
Ann
Colored movies of Mexico and Starks has chosen Jean Christian,
Mexico City will be shown and Shirley Lewis, Liz McIntyre and
Dick Bledsoe will talk on his trip Jane Shonts for her staff. Miss
to Mexico.
: Shonts wrote news last year. Ray
A short business meeting will be Nelson returns to his spot as spe
held before the program. Students cial feature writer. Fred Kerston
should bring membership xiues and Dick Peterson are co-writ
which are seventy-five cents a year ers of the now “nvltinR pot” rolor fifty cents a semester.
l umn on page 8. Jared IugersoU’s

come to Hollywood to make a lit
tle money and high-tail it back to
Vermont and realism. Dimon rais
es his “New Yorker” eyebrow and
strides into the part as though he
had cut his teeth on a typewriter
and a one-grand check.
His co-operative is J. Carlyle
Benson, who can’t write but knows
every cliche, every formula.
Don
Clippingcr captures and sustains
his role with adroit, mustached
sophistique. Both men f r o l i c
through their stint. The audience
can’t help but have fun with them.

Mary Ann Starks brings her
blond fragility to the stage as
Susie Seabrook, studio commisary waitress. Susie is about to be
come a mother. It is her “Hap
py” who gives Benson and Law
the Initial shove to bigger and
better scripts.
“Ginger” Starks handles her
role capably. The part Is a chal
lenge to a newcomer in view of
the weight written into the male
____
_______ _ ___
roles.____
She_is charming
and____
con
vincing in the midst of all that
tinsel. Naive, good-natured, and
freshly Intense about life, Susie

First Contributor
TobeOff Presses
ByJanuary 20
Editorial Board Asks
That Students Submit
Manuscripts by Dec. 1
Plans for the publication of the
first semester’s Contributor were
initiated last night when the edi
torial board of this literary maga
zine held its first official meeting
of the year. Manuscripts, in the
form of short stories, essays or
prose, may be submitted any time
from now until December 1. AU
students are eligible to submit
their literary work to the board;
those compositions which are best
qualified will be published in the
first Contributor, scheduled to ap
pear about January 20 of next
year.

Literary efforts must be type
written, signed and placed in a
sealed envelope. Students wish
ing to submit work may leave it
In the Lawrentian office, or send
It to John Arbuthnot, editor, via
campus mall. All manuscripts
will be returned to their authors
shortly after the beginning of the
aecond semester.

“We are especially anxious that
students who consider themselves
‘amateurs’ submit work this year,’*
Arbuthnot stated. “ I believe we
have a board with heterogeneous
views on various forms of litera
ture, and we would like to receive
work from as many quarters as
possible. We feel that if the entire
student body participates in the for
mation of the Contributor, we will
be able to produce a diversified,
truly interesting magazine.” He added that freshmen and sophomores
,should not feel reticent about sub
mitting their work, commenting
that theirs is a viewpoint often ov
erlooked in the makeup of the Con*
tributor.
Other topics discussed at the
meeting were the possibilities of in
cluding some art work in this
sports last year also.
year’s magazine, despite the lim 
ited financial resources available;
Barbara Bassett steers the copy
whether the editorial board should
readers in their duties. Her as
practice the policy of taking posisistants are Margie Funke, Ruth
Going from the psychological tojtions on matters of significance to
Ci*ek, Pat Wooley, Doris John
son, Sally Stine, Judy Benfer, the rip snorting western Film Clas- the student body, in the form of
Margie Gerhard and Connie sics will show John Ford's immor-¡editorials in the Contributor; and
Clark.
tal Stagecoach at 6:30 and 8:30 to> what means of publicity would be
best suited to create active interBarbara Spandet, Donna Zizek, night in thc Art center.
Sally Mundt, Gretchen Olson and Released in 1939, Stagecoach is eat in the magazine.
Marty Manderson will write head- termed the outstanding Western of Members of thc Contributor edilines with Carol Kruse, headline present times. The film stars John torial board arc John Hollingseditor. Miss Spandet and Miss Zi- Wayne.
i worth, John Runkel, James Webers,
| Remaining films for this semes- Joan English, Betty Kilich and Hei
/ek are veteran staffers.
Lynn Casper, managing editor, tor are The Damned (French) Re- en Stansbury. These people will
is in charge of make-up and venge (Italian), Henry V III Œng- answer any questions students have
technical co-ordination among the lishi and Carmen «’American). Ad- about the submission of rmnudepartments.
imission is 40 cents plus tax.
Iscripti for consideration.

Lawrentian Editors Announce
Permanent Editorial Staff Today

----------------------

in Hollywood tradition that bursts
on us when the curtain opens on
the lavish office of “C. F.,” movie
magnate. But let’s not push it too
far. The script has it. The student
cast handles it with penetration and
sparkle. The stars are not profes
sionals, but neither are they ama
teurs.
Cloak’s expert direction
coaxes out top interpretation from
each of his principals.

(Turn to Page 5)

'Stagecoach' at
Center Tonight;
J. Wayne to Star

The recital Is open to all, free
of charge.
PROGRAM
1 Hear an Army
Clyde Duncan
Simples
Clyde Duncan
Jack Zei, Baritone;
Clyde Duncan, Piapb •
Night
Soliloquy
Kent Kennan A varied program of voice and'
Gamma
Zeta
chapter
of
Phi
Mu
On Sunday, November 11, t h e
piano is being offered by the wom
He has recently been appoint
Carol
Wang,
Flute;
Northeastern Wisconsin Chapter of ed head of the organ department «4 Alpha Sinionia will present its an
en’s music fraternity, Sigma Alpha
Alice
Lalk,
Piano
the American Guild of Organists Baldwin-Wallace College, Berea, nual All American Music concert
Iota, Thursday, November 15. The
will present Farley Kennan Hut .Ohio. The position waa held for Sunday evening, November 11, at A Prayer (with basso ostinato)
concert begins at 8:30 P.M. in Pegp
Paul
Hollinger
chins in a recital of organ music fifty one years by the late Or.
Two Reflections
Paul Hollinger body haR
8:00 P M. in Peabody Hall.
At the First Methodist Church of Albert
Kiemenschneider,
a
All performers in the musical*
Fea^t
(chaconne)
The program will feature original
Appleton at 3:00 p.m.
world-famous authority on Bach. works by conservatory members.
are either active members or
Nancy
Stolberg,
Soprano
Mr. Hutchins was born in Nee*
pledges of SAI. This program, an
Elizabeth Auld, Piano
Mr. Clyde Duncan has written two
nab.
Wiscon Mr. Hutchin’s program:
Toccata in E Minor
From the Rubaiyat of Omar Khay annual event, is offered free et
songs
for
baritone,
while
Mr.
Paul
sin, in 1021. He
Johann Pachelbel (1053-1706) C. Hollinger is having Nancy Stol- yam
Eric Stokes charge.
holds the bachVon Gott with Ich necht lassen
berg present three of his pieccs for Drinking Song
Eric Stokes The SAI chapter at Lawrence to
' elor of music
Dietrich Buxtehude (1637-1707) soprano. Both these men are on the Boning Jones
Eric Stokes just one of many chapters located
degree f r o m
throughout the country. All Sigma
Male Sextet
O
Lamm
Gottes,
Unschulding
conservatory
faculty.
the Lawrence
Alpha Iota groups work together
Sonata for Horn and Piano
,
J.
S.
Bach
(1685-1750)
Erie
Stokes
has
set
poems
by
Conservât o r y Sohmucke dich. O Liebe Seele
Shakespeare aad Omar Khayyam
. Anthony Donato in sponsoring musical fellowships
of Music and
awards, concerts, and scholarship
Briskly with Abandon
Johannes Brahms (1833-1807) to masie la the form of three
the master of Herzlich
Each year they send selected A
thut mich verlanger
part vocal sextets. His third com
Very Slowly
sacred
music
students to Interlochen, Berkshifee
position
Is
a
hamorous
three
part
Boldly
Brahms
degree f r o m
Music Festival, or other musio
George Sargent, Horn
the School of Sonata No. 3 (1040) Paul Hinde canon written in the Aeolian
ters.
mith mode. Stokes is a senior major
Charles Crowder, Piano
“Oh Lord, to whom should I lag in theory aad compos!tioa.
Hatekins
ÎÏÏ!
complain. “Night Soliloquy” was written or
of Union ÎTheo
iginally for flute, string, and pia
logical Seminary, where he recent "Awake, my treasure. . ,
no, but will be presented by just
ly completed the work for the doc* “I bid her then. . .
,ur of "sacred music degree.
T His Sonata in C Minor: The Ninety- flute and piano. Kent Kennan,
tor
organ
study has been with LaVahn
Fourth Psalm _ Juliug Reubke composer, has been recipient of
Macsch, professor of organ at the
(1834-1858) the Prix di Rome, a distinguished
conservatory, Clarence Dickinson
prize for composers.
Grave
and Hugh Porter.
Anthony Donatos Sonata for Horn
Larghetto-Allegro Con Fuoco
Mace 1*46 Mr. Hatehfau h a s
and Piano concludes this all Amer
Adagio
been aaaoclate professor of organ
ican composer's program. The son
Fugue
and musicology at Mississippi Chorale No. S in A Minor
With i Convenient Potisi Substation
ata is very percussive and modern.
Southern College, where he or
Cesar Franek It was written by Donato upon com
ganised the organ department. Ave Maria
for Busy Students.
Max Reger mission by the National Associa
During his tenure there he be Elfes
Joseph Bonnet tion of Schools of Music. The com
222 L College Avo.
came known throughout
the Toccata: Of Fllii e4 Filae
poser is now teaching composition
south for his recitals, whleh have
Lynnwood Faraam at Northwestern University.
been played la the major cities
of the area.
In 1949 he received the A.A.G.O.
certificate. He has
contributed
much to the advancement
of
church music
in
Mississippi
through courses in church music
offered at the college, lecture se
ries, and appearances in a num
ber of the larger churches of the
state, and through the organization
and leadership of the South Mis
sissippi Chapter of the A.G.O. and
a Guild student group at the col
lege.
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Alpha Sinfonía
Gives Concert
Sun. Evening

Hutchins to Present Recital
Sunday, at Methodist Church

SAI Offers
Voice, Piano
Program Thurs.

a

QUALITY DRY CLEANING

RICHMOND
CLEANERS
Dial 4-4234
108 S. Oneido

Ckoose your w lntir-fovorlti coot of
on oli-timo favorito prico during this

Special Selling
of o well-known mo ko of

DROP DOWN
FOr a a e

Ripassai Tobacco
Pocket Books
Magazines
Candy

A ll W ool Strea
*

Stormcoats

Jerry Schleis
Book Store

ot o very

^

low *

O Take odvantoge of this speciol sell
ing to pocket importont savings!

You can see
that he
eats at

Murphy's
I

CHECKER BOARD
LUNCH

o Smart officer style with detachable
front belt.
O Lined throughout body and sleeves

with genuine Timme Tuft olpoca
pile.
O Smooth all wool streo shell for com*

plete warmth, long wear, smart op»
pea ronee.

O Sixes 10 to 18.
Women's Coots —
Pronfe's Second Fleer

Indian,Foreign Schools
Benéfit From LUC Fund
How is the LUC using my mon>
ey? Why did the committee choose which afford them the opportunity
these organizations? Here are some to discuss with fellow exchange
of the answers as they were given students.
to the solicitors at the meeting held French TB Student Centers: Sick
November 1, 1951, addressed by bodies can’t support well minds •
Barbara McBride, solicitor educat What these students need most is
or, Bud Burnett, chairman, and a few good meals, medicine, a
healthful place to study and time
Artha Gruhl.
for recovery. Given these, they
Southwest Indians poorly housed soon become staunch world citi
and under-privileged, deserve a zens.
t>lace in society which only educa Japan International Christian Un
tion and aid can give them. They iversity: The basic thought behind
are willing and capable of taking the foundation of this institution is
responsibility, but are restricted to the penetration of the Orient by
life on reservations.
western education, and a feeling
Nayarit Mexico: The problem of good will of one people to anoth

Meeting early this week to make final plans for the Law- J101** **.
the sai" e .as wlth er.
Aid to Greece and the Near East:
«once United Chorities drive, concurrently being conducted on , ^ ^
the campus, were the following drive chairmen and t a c u l t y , needed schools must come from Strictly relief, this program aids
by the purchase of food
odvisors. Pictured above, left to right, they are, Bud Burnett/outside sources because of the ex- students
and drugs, necessities for health
M JC chairmen; Merton M. Sealtsand Miss Anne P. Jones, fac- treme poverty of the population. ful study programs.
•Ity advisors; Bob Sonkowsky, drive chairmen; Barbara Me- International Seminars: This The LUC committee has given
these charities most careful con
Bride solicitor educator; ArthoGruhl (Artho, ore you there?)
X X
O nd Art Boehme, members of the planning committee.
school in this country who have no sideration and have found them

be nearest to the interests of
place to go during the summer interests of the college student.
months.
World
understanding
is
es for the Artist Series program.
i
Girls who seated the audience promoted through these meetings
Grades Due November 14
were Diane Manney, Alice Lolk,
Mary Witham, Joyce Koch, Betty jand Helene Pratt served guests at] Miss Draheim announced that the
Leise ring, June Zachow, Beverly the reception which followed.
mid semester grades are due in
Mr. Charles Eliot, assistant dean
Doeringsfeld, Dorothy
Eastman, Mr. Eliot extends the gratitude the registrar's office on Wednes
men, this week expressed his Carol Gode and Donna Braeger. of the college to them for their day, November 14. The grades will
appreciation to the students who Mary Hoffmann, Beverly Buch- effort in making the Series run be given to the students on the
t e r v e d a « u s h e r s and reception aid man, Nancy Van Rooy, Joan Mraz smoothly.
following Monday.

C. Eliot Expresses.
Thanks to Students
et
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WRA News
Interclass volleyball will begin
Wednesday, November 14. Sign-up
sheets are in Ormsby, Sage and the
town girls’ room and will remain
there until Sunday, Nov. 11. The
sorority volleyball tournament will
be started after Thanksgiving.
Girls are reminded that they
must wear gym shoes and games
must be started by 4:30 and 4:50
or they will be forfeited. Eight
players will be assigned to a team
but six may play if necessary. Of
ficials, scorers, and time keepers
are urgently needed. Girls wishing
to officiate will please sign up on
the lists in the dormitories stating
the afternoons they will be avail
able.

GENERAL
OFFICE
SUPPLY
School Supplies
of All Kinds
214 E. College

CHESTERFIELD —LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE IN AM ERICA’S CO LLEGES

DEEP IN THE HEART OF

TEXAS

S IG N E D
m a n a g e r

because of

¿ ’ MILDNESS
'p f a A .

NO UNPLEASANT
AFTER-TASTE
( MOM THE fttPOtT O f A W*U KNOWN MSCAftCH 0»OANUATlON )

.. and only Chesterfield has jt!

Meeting was overruled Monday go home already?
ElUe Lindquist: Us poor Uttlt
when the pledges Joined the active«
_
_
_
_
_i_l
^
4
k
•
in
a •little social
party
in *the freshmen are swamped.
rooms. We robbed the coke ma Peggy Rowe: Can't you think of
thas
chine and raided Elm Tree, so all anything more interesting
were onurished with the usual di* grades?
Sue LaRose: (And Friend) Are
et.
A D p i Is now playing ice hoc we supposed to answer truthfully?
Anne Reynolds: I used to take
key instead of field hockey since
the recent change In weather. The courses — now they’re taking me.
Robin McGraw: Now what would
fish aren’t the only ones who are
swimming this week. Good luck you like me to say?
Barbara Boon (er): Ease o f t
to all those sisters brave enough
BY JOKE
Skipper, Clancey lowered the boom.
Snow — and so begins another horrible Appleton winter. It’s a good finger nail brush dipped in gasoline to weather the cold on the long
Jeannie Warren: (To use the old
thing that the dating problem is nearly settled, since it gets pretty cold tQ remove traces of lipstick acci- hike out to Alex the Great Gym.
WAH
in those snow banks. We glanced in on the Beta - Sig Ep formal Satur- dentall acquired during the course Results of the swim, meet Wed cliche)
But by this time, most exams
day nite, and it seemed to be swinging along in fine shape. Combined
••informal date ” This sub nesday night will be disclosed
are passed; here’s hoping that
parties such as this can go a long ways toward unifying the campus an ,nIormal dale
im s sug next week. Come on A D Pile
gestion was sent in by Mr. P. Bark Joanne Heselton is now living this Lawrentian finds everyone
there should be lots more of them.
While prowling around in the bowels ot the Union the other day. ley who received a gallon of gas closer to campus due to the aid happy, relaxed and in favor with
we came across our television set gathering dust in a corner. Now while oline as first prize.
of Ed. 201.%Welcome to the campus God, and the Professors.
Alpha Chi Omega
we realize that reception here in Appleton is far from perfect, we be- Beta Theta PI
Heseltons.
live it an injustice to both the stpdent body and Mr. Tomasco to not A recent international shakeup
The hooper rating for a popular
It seems that Lawrence no
at least give it a trial. The Club Tavern doesn't do half bad with their has given us two new officers: Bill longer can be considered the dark indoor sport called knitting was up
aet, and we have a much better location than they do.
Maybe this Cooley, president, and Larry Pool horse of the conference. Best of 3000 per cent this w&ek among
would increase the use of the downstairs portion of the Union, which er, vice president. Also congratula luck to “ youse guys” in the Alpha Chis on campus. This sud
tions to new initiates W. Bill Jan
has up till now not been getting the work-out it should.
den impulse to fire up the knitting
tomorrow.
Cupid’s Comer: Phi Delts, Jim Webers pinned Rachel Hermsen of sen, B. Parker, L. Brown, and i game
We are all looking forward to needles had two motives: one, to
Little Chute; and Ron Lange pinned former Michigan State Lou “Knees” Voss.
¡serenading with the Phis
this give us an excuse to procrastinate*
Sylvester.
A few couples had a quiet get¡Christmas. Let’s* hope this sere- when we should have been cramPhi Kappa Tan
together before the formal — very
ming for nine weeks IQ tests: two,
The annual Phi Tau formal took terminated, much to our benefit.' n|ce, but these small parties nev- nade will be heard by all!
the fact that Christmas is some*
place last Saturday night and ev-| Two more of the brothers have er work out as well as the lar Kappa Alpha Theta
Friday morn brightens our Law- thing like forty days away (check
eryone had a ball. Lyla Keeling firmly established the fact that we ger gatherings. The clique was
became this year’s Phi Tau Sweet- are NOT anti-social, by getting called to order by the head wait ;rence family because we have our with the astronomy department),
heart for being the most trustwor-1pinned:
Jim Webers to Rachel ress, and Niel Neuman’s “mo school paper to read in classes in- and it seems that there is going
thy, loyal, helpful, friendly, cour- Hermson of ^Little Chute, and Ron tion” was ruled out of order, aft stead of catching up on our mid- to be a bumper crop of a rgyle
teous, kind, obedient, cheerful, Lange to Lou Sylvester, formerly er an ammendment to pay for the ¡week loss of sleep (loss due to foot-warmers.
A silver tea set was given to
thrifty, brave, clean, and reverent a student at Michigan State. Con- dishes was unanimously defeated. 'mass participation in the abstract!
worlds
of
the
liberal
arts).
We
are
us
by Cordell, our e x - a d v is e r . It
girl on campus. But seriously and gratulations.
The meeting was strictly a two
1 sure is a beauty; we’re all be«
on my honor, congratulations. L y -sigma Phi E psllon
room affair, and chorister Tom proud of our paper.
Mac added her worthy name to ing converted to tea-tottling.
In
| Our appreciation to the boys Burkhart led the singing.
Congratulations are also In or from Wooglin for their large part whose name shall we put the the roU of the “ Exquisite” , last! Bye and keep those toes pointed!
Tuesday morning at 6:00 —- (it’s Kappa Delta
der for social chairman Lyn Cox in making Saturday night’s formal reservations next time, Bud?
for organising and making the the best in the Midwest! Soft
Bigford is laying plans for out- alright, we were up studying — I To whom it may concern: He®»
formal the success that It was. lights, soft music, soft drinks, door movies in the quad this spring. who sleeps?) Congratulations, Mac. ry, for those not sure of his idenWelcome to Pedro, sent to us tity, is Henry (spelled backwards,
Alum Jim Retson (Jimm y James soft hearts, soft heads, soft couch Casting and tryouts will be held
from “ Ye Ole Hot Pie Shoppe” lYrneh).
handled the musle pretty wqll es, and in a few scattered cases, most anyplace after football.
of Laguna Beach, California.
| Not much news—Henry has had
too. All In all, Phi Taus had a 'soft lips seemed to be in vogue.
We are happy to see one of the
his nose buried in his books lately
Outside
hurrahs
for
Olive.
ball.
In the words of one of the fore brothers wearing his pin again,
Pip-pip and what-ho for our vie-1 (his tests should make a good epi«
Calkins owes Burton 23 cents. m ost educators of our time, “Nice bat hope It won't he for long. He
Delta Tau Delta
mast have forgotten and left it torious hockey club and their cap- taph!)
going, gang!"
Hope everyone turned out for
Last week we conducted a sur > Our tools finally returned to the at home, because It arrived In the tain, Suely.
Orchids and crysanth emu ms to the inter-sorority swim meet,
w y in the Shelter to find out iu«t|foid" « ttV r 'u k in i som'e "abuse by mall last week.
i Henry wasn’t there because H
* h » t » m e of the Brother. thou*ht;our ul.raud pl(.dge cla!s
And
P.S. The pentagon might have a Ann Martin (pinned).
about things in general. Some of J}pea|(ing
too|g returning, Mur- leak in the roof, to say nothing Have you ever tried saying “toy was for females only,
boat” three times fast?
| You may think that this is the
the results were remarkable. You dock
and sturtevant
r e u s e d of weak beams in the cellar.
Pax Vobiscum. . . and don’t take end—well, it is! (But not of Hen»
would be suprised at some of the from Milwaukee after a week- P.S. Nice game, Walt
half way intelligent answers that end Spenj ¡n the basement of MORE MORE greek column to fl any wooden dimes (inflation, you ry!)
know!)
Sigma Alpha lot*
you get when they are fin a lly | ^ Milwaukee Library* They are low
Delta Gam m a
I Next week is the evening of Noawakened. Our first subject w a s , ^ ^ taking courses in social sci- PI Beta Phi
Don Geldtnacher. He stated h i s ence—mostly by correspondence, | We all put on our best manners News just received: Jan Seeber;vember 15th. Thursday at 8:00
views this way: “ I ’m all for God,
Cadet offlcer8 M . And„ son and
an. this week, because our province pinned to Connie Adams, Kappa P.M., the SAI choir and soloists
are presenting a program. Rememreligion.
America,
Republicans, C. Hill are In the Infirmary suf president was visiting with us. We
****•
the Four Freedoms and liberty.” fering from shock and exposure balanced teacups on Tuesday, and Other news hot off press; Sue ber, all you people, that that to
Morgan was elected President of the date you have been saving for
My next question was, “What are due to an unavoidable crash land waved goodbye on Wednesday.
you aKainst?” The reply was: ing In the Fox River which they I Our illustrious pledges are giv Ormsby and Jan Wullner will serve us. Sorry that you have to walk to
••CATS.” Hm m m m m m m m m m .
negotiated after the controls of ing vis a party this weekend at the as Social Chairman of the Fresh- hear our serenade, but perhaps
tip weatherman will be obliging
Rip Van Wanbcrg said, “Gimmie their link trainer frose over Main Union. A tremendous time will be men girls’ dorm.
Greek Question of the week: and send some warm weather this
a thig, thack an’ a coke. This is Hall. Authorities investlgsting the had by all, we hope.
¡way. Either way, the walk will be
about as intelligent a remark as crash Indicated that link trainers
Susie: Barb Is still worried How goes it with the grades?
Sally Teas: Does Beloit accept good for you.
Wan ever makes.
were not built to fly.
about the candy.
It’s eight
Do you have a psychologically
majors in basket-weaving at the | Bringing things up to date: our
Bruising Bill Robbins has been months overdue.
'province president recently spent
unadjusted rat handy? One In seen under the Grandfather clock N<r more news this week, so be quarter?
Kay Collipp: I can’t complain two days with us; we have been,
the advanced stages of schlso- in Ormsby demonstrating a half- good little children!
phrenla? Well If you do, y o u nelson. He, of course, is not the1 To whom (?) It may concern: yet.
jand are, working diligently in our
Margie Hoyer: Thank goodness rooms, and practicing for our proknow how troublesome they are. only brother seen demonstrating LOOSE!!!
Thanksgiving is only 17,290 minutes gram.
don’t you? *Here Is the chance skill in the lobby of Ormsby.
The end.
of a lifetime, Jim Prims w i l l
| Will be seeing all of you next
Our Field Secretary was here
Compliments of your smiling cor away.
Judy Benefer: What — time to Thursday night at 8.
solve your and your rats prob over the week-end. He left with respondent, Bubbles Braun.
lem upon appointment. He h a s blood shot eyes, double penumon- Alpha Delta PI
been studying these rodents fsr la and recurring hot flashes. Wis
Ah-ha, we have another sweet
some time, soon he will graduate consin Alpha plans to go local heart in our midst. Lyla Keeling
to humans. Now with a human next week.
was chosen “Sweetheart of Phi
you can do something.
Question for the week: Who told Kappa Tau” at their formal last
O.K. Johnson has been moping Ray Ste<5k he could sing?
Saturday night. Congratulations Ly
around the house for the last week Suggestion of the week: Use a la from all your sisters.
because he can't go deer hunUng
this year. He had his license re
voked last year because he graz
ed a 200 pound Pennsylvanian with
a 12 inch spread between the ears.
The court said that since he did
not have an out of state license he
must suffer, thus the suspension.
Fine Quality Paper Envelopes
Too bad, because some hunter will
be allowed to live this year all be
Only 59c per package
cause of this blunder of our judic
ial system.
Phi Delta Theta
In spite of the cruel weather,
% "OFFICE — SCHOOL AND ART SUPPLIES1'
things seem to be looking up at
the Old Phi House: The Alpha Del
209 E. College Ave.
ta Pi’s have agreed to serenade
with us in December; the interfraternity football title was cinch-|
ed last week: and a visit from one
of our national officers has been
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Greeks Set for Long Winter;
Snow Fails toDull Cupid

and

SPECIAL

COLLEGE STATIONERY
Sylvester & Nielsen, Inc.

Now in Its 5th Year

°”rWNAM

NEENAH

1280 On The Diol
Every Monday
9:30 to 10 P. M.

K o c n ..

Al Slarek ft Records

Photographic Supplies

From His Collection.
Also Featuring
the Best In

231 E. College Ave.

JAZZ ON LP RECORDS
Clip ond Save
for Rofaronco.

B b "foot-happy” and relax in luxury with your feet
snuggled in a pair of Ripons! Grand for ’round the home,
after a day outdoors, travel»
ing, vacationing, etc. Wash*
able pure soft wool and
glove leather soles. Beauti*
ful new styles In popular
Slip o tn
colors for men, women and
V m
children.

ZiDQ

POND SPORT SHOP
133 E. College Avo.

Diol 3-1056

TIm Lawrention S

Opening Play
Strides Boards
With Flourish
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
the studio. He displays his im
portance and vast knowledge with
magnificent flourishes and histori
cal inaccuracies. Kenneth Ander
son plays the part to the hilt, ex
tracting every bit of humor a n d
character from the role.
Bob Sonkowsky comes through
as a fine Rosetti, the cowboy’s ag
ent. He is the eternally moneyminded promoter who changes cli
ents faster than an Indian firewalker changes feet.
Larry Toms, the comic-reading provincial who is suddenly
confronted with wealth
and
fame, is obsessed with his duty
to be a star, and a virtuous one,
for his millions of admirers.
John Burnett drawls himself in
to the character of the pinchpenny, horse-opry idol who is ev
er fearful of Impending decline.
Rodney Bevan, by Jeri Sopanen,
is pip-pip British, nicely oatmealish, and a respectable object for
Susie's attentions. Sopanen’s au
thentic accent and proper Europe
an reserve carry him through.
Film extras, studio personnel
and hospital employees round out
the cast. Most of the minor char
acters are aptly fulfilled. Lyla
Keiling, Nancy Stolberg,
Marv
Waldo, Tim DuVall, Tom Kloehn,
Elizabeth Auld, Mary Roherty,
Dick Olson, Jim Olander, Dick Cal
kins, Carrie Silver, Dick Wertenberg and John Bloomer take these
parts. Special commendation to
Bloomer for his Jessel-like songplugger.
John Ford Sollers, Lawrence
Theatre producer, has again giv
en u s an impressive set. A very
modern, very plush office for C.
F. reflects and augments the ex
travagant characters. It is a sta
tionary satire on Hollywood —
filmland in a capsule.
Mr. Soller’s crews, headed by
John Runkel, Kelt Packard, Joe
Hopfensperger, Barbara
Zierke,
Len Newendorp, Barbara Bruns
wick, Carvel Clapp, Ann Leonard
and Wilma Swanson, were equal to
their technical problems.
The Theatre wishes to express

Secretarial Careers

Benson and Law, irrepressible Hollywood Script Writers,
cut up in "C F 's" office. They are mosquerading os British
beef-eaters. Bud Burnett is seated at the left as cowboy
Toms. Benson and Law are done by Don Clippinger and

Dick Demon, Around the desk ore Bob Sonkowsky os
Rosetti, Kenneth Anderson os C. E. Friday, and Dick
Wertenberg and John Bloomer os song writers.

BUETOW’S
H air Cutting & Styling
Phene 4-2131

RIO THEATRE

WARNER

• NOW PLAYING •

BROS.

PPLETON

A Streetcar Named

STARTS TODAY
W arner B r o

m

Vivi«*

Beauty
Shop

s

:

"T H E

* 4

*

L E IG H
Marlon

V

BRANDO
Prices — This Attraction Only
MATINEE 76c — NIGHT 1.00
Including U. S. Tax

308 E. COLLEGE AVE.

COLLEGE
Plus — “Elephant Stampede’
SPECIAL CAREER TRAINING FOR
COUICE STUOENTS and GRADUATES
S tarting D trtm h rr, M a rc h , J u n i
a n d S rp U m b ir
F .x e ru tIv e i are a llo w in g p r e fe re n c e fo r
college-trained men and women in highlevel aecretarial position*.
Registration Now Open.
Lifetime Placement Service
W rite Admimions Counselor
•

the g reg g college
W Sogth Wabaah Avenue, Chicago S. Illinoia
Phone STate 2-1880

MARX
Jewelers

White
Sweat Shirts
with Lawrence Blazer Crest

ro o m in g s p ir its

reams
Milton's Cornus
WESTWOOLS

100%

of your choice

Berggren Bros,

Milton must have peered into a crystal
ball in write these lines. How else
could he have foretold the delicious,
refreshing goodness of Coca-Cola?
Bottled under authority of the COCA-COLA COMPANY by

LA SALLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

1405 S. Main

Oshkosh, Wis.
“Coke” Is a registered trade-mark.
(C) 1951, THE COCA-COLA COMPANY

D R IN K

3rd Cross Country Title
Eyed by Vike Harriers

é The Lowrentton

MidwMt Meet Today ,
To be Held in Chicago

course set up in Washington parks
on the windy city's south side.
Two years ago Lawrence won its
Coach A. C. Denney’i smooth- first title, upsetting ar very strong
striding cross country team left to Cornell team. Cornell, at that time,
day for Chicago with one thought was the erstwhile leader in Midt
in mind, a third consecutive Mid west conference
cross country cir
west conference cross country ti cles. and the triumph started the
tle. Conference officials are run Vikings toward their position as
ning the meet over a three mile the number one harrier school in
the conference.
Last year Lawrence again won
the title, and in doing so, set anall-time record for low point tot?l. However, only two runners
are back from the championship
squad, and Coach Denney believes
strongest competition will come
from Cornell and Carleton.
Lawrence has beaten both these
Phi Delta Theta moved out into
the lead in the supremacy cup schools handily in dual meets,
race by taking the touch football but with six or seven schools run
ning, competition becomes much
race. Beta Theta Pi, previously closer. Cornell is paced by Bob
the leader, slipped to second, and Hoemer, a junior, who did not
letter last season. Herner has
Delta Tau Delta held third.
The Betas scored 150 points in taken away the number one spot
on the team from Jack Gallo
the recently completed tennis tour way and Mike Halberg, two re
nament on the strength of their turning lettermen.
doubles team, Sid Ward and Mac Cornell also will be trying to win
Powell, victors over Jim Schilstra one for their former coach, Walt
Koch, who died suddenly before
Pictured obove, Phi Delta Theta, winning l-F touch football champs, pause for a moment and Jerry Hart, Phi Delts.
Phi Delta Theta took home 100 the start of the season. George
before winning their ninth game in a row. Top row, left to right, Joe Cuccio, Dick Bledsoe, second
place points on virtue of
Weyden, former Lawrence
Ron Myers, Larry Nelson, Jack Wiliey. Bottom row, same order, Abe Oglanian, Brad John the doubles team, and Jerry Flom’s Vander
track star, has taken over as the
son, Chuck Morris, Bill Shook (Captain), Web Hron. Not pictured, Jim Boldt, Jerry Hort.
runnerup singles position. Flom Ram mentor, and no doubt hopes
lost to Dick Cast. Delt. Cast's tri to outsmart his former teacher.
umph giving the Delts the third Coach Denney.
place spot, worth 50 points.
Carleton, although not
to o
... Supremacy cup standings: ... strong as a team will offer a prob
Phi Delts
400
lem when it comes to individual
Betas
350
»» ........... honors. Wally Higdon, one of the

Phi Delts Lead
Betas, Delts for
Supremacy Cup

Vikes Eye Conference Title
In Tilt With Coe Tomorrow

Delts

150

finest milers in the conference, is
definitely a threat for individual
medals, along with
Lawrence's
Bob Zimmerman and Jim Hoel.

Ski Club to Award
Participation Stripes;
Memberships Open

Coe has been beaten by both
Cornell and Grlnnell, and does
not look too strong. Grinnell,
At the last meeting of the Law coached by E. G. Booth, is in
rence Ski Club it was decided to experienced, but has a fine group
award chevrons indicating partiel of sophomores. Booth was greet
pation in the club for each year ed this fall by only three letter-

Will Try to Average last Year'sjind„rm„.w. w ,
Defeat in Final Minutes of PlayT
oAr *OTC, Cade,s
g On Switzerland

I.awrence will be gunning for a
On Thursday, November 1, 1951, These chevrons will be worn be-[ nien, Leon Bildusas, Darrell Ivperfect record as Coach Bernie «Uy» in the f * f forward wall are
low the regular ski club patch.
erson, and Richard Raridon, but
Jim
Galvin,
second
team
allthe
AF ROTC cadets heard a lee-,
He sei ton’s Vikings Journey to CeAn extensive membership drive his sophomores have improved
dor Rapids. Iowa to play Coe col- c*»f*rence center last year on ture on Switzerland, delivered by wil| SOOn be started. It was stres-! quickly and stamped Grinnell as
and defensive guest speaker Capt. Arthur Inder- sed again that membership is open the darkhorse of the meet.
lege tomorrow afternoon. Coe. at both offensive
to all Lawrence students who are. Monmouth, usually a track powthc start of the season picked for|
»"d R®« Schirm, secand muehle.
Cant
Indermnohlo
r»f
nri
interestet*. The dues are $1.75 per(er ¡sn*t too strong this season,
first place, is the only team that(
all-csnference d e f e n s iv e
1
’
'
jyear. Solicitors for membership whiie R ipon, in majority a freshStands in the way of an unbeaten guard.
gin himself, is now serving with the are in all dorms.
¡men and sophomore squad, has
The ski team now has a few po-'i^en hampered by the lack of exand untied season record for the ^'oe
been handicapped in a Air Force Reserve unit stationed
Imajority of its games by rain, ¡here in Appleton. He gave an ac- sitions open for members of the pericnce.
Lawrence g ridde rs
' .
,
.,
|
•,
. ,
„ ..
club who qualify. Those who are
Coach Dennev’s Blue and White
Lawrence has beaten Grinnell, (smte the Kohawks play a wide op- curate descnption of the govern- interested can contact Dick Per- L ®
wiU probably b e as follows:
St» 0; Knox, 19-12; Cornell, 19-6; .en split-T offense. Normally three ment, the geography, and the cus- sike.
Icaptain Arden Horstman, senior,
Carleton, 14-7; Ripon. 26-7 and lo four men handle the bull on'loms of th<? country, having lived) Work on the ski club rooms will Zimmerman, Hoel, Win
Jones’
Monmouth In a s n o w«torm
s tM U
aJlM »*»«#, falses. and lateraU
!he, c ! o r. a considerate period of|soon
la.t'handoffs,
laterals. Last !!**re
o f soon be completed but help is still Wayne Boshka, Jim Seger, and
nber 7 will'year Coc was th,- best team to fat e l‘lnl<~ d" r,nB h,s "chool" l|!
|necdod.___________________________ Dick Sharrat. Although Zimmer
week. 7-0. Victory numb
man. Hoel, and Jones have been
be the desire of all as the team Lawrence, and Coach Heselton has
running one. two, threet this year,
his squad highly keyed up in re
leaves today.
it is expected that Horstman, a
toe has many outstanding play membering last year's 21-14 loss in
late starter, will hit his stride in
ers. Ilrrh Krakora, 195 pound the last 3 minutes of play.
his final race for Lawrence.
Coach l>ick Clausen employs j
plunging fullback, is the Kohawk's
the two platoon system with no
biggest threat. C’ee has two fine
man being used on both offense
quarterbacks in l>ick Brockman
and defense.
and Jack Elgin. I Igin also does
The probable starting offensive' V a*«' iw%>tnA n eei «1! ilaAlf !
the extra point kicking. The mainin mrinorln In oi*Aen 4Un f •f i «»
n
4I
.
| Lawrence assured itself ot a 4
tie
manage to cross the fifty, and
the I
C0 E
LAWRENCE! *or
Midwest Conference cham-| threat was quickly nullified by an
LE Kent Winter
Pete Jacobs INonship last Saturday by winning interception.
17-0 from Monmouth on a cold.
If there was ever a game won
LT Doug Hamilton
• Moose” Webers snowy and windswept Illinois day.. in the line, this was it. On a
Bill N i t z s c h e !To say that ***e weather was bad day when It was impossible for
LG Ron Schirm
Down Phi Delta Theta
Bill Born would be an understatement. At the backs to run consistently,
C Don West
Ken Hansen'1^° start, you couldn’t even see Lawrence's line snowplow’ed its
RG Chuck Scott
As Betas Take Sig Eps
Spyro across the field because of t h e way to victory.
Marv Ross
A very spirited inter-fraternity
Notaras snow.
A group of individuals like SpeSal Cianciola
Th«“ clincher came early
as do Notaras, Bill Nitzsche, K e n t touch football season was completWisconsin's JV cross country RE Jerry Franklin
Dick Boya Bruce Bigford pitched a thirty- Hanson. Moose Webers. Bob Reetz. I'd last Monday amidst a flurry of
team snapped Lawrence's three QB Jack Elgin
Carl Stunipf y»rd touchdown pass through the Bill Born, Don Lemke, Don Math- snowfall which blanketed the playgame winning streak by taking the!*‘HB Win Watson
Carleton blowing snow to Sal Cionciola, ‘cson and Frank Preston equaled mg fields. The final round of gamfirst four places in a 19.19 victory.) RUB Herb Krakora
Shields who made s great catch ef the victory for Lawrence.
es produced somewhat of an upset
Bill Inda, former state high school,
Bruce slippery pigskin. After Bigford
The Blue and White victory set as Delta Tau Delta slid and shovmile champion, paced the Badgers'
Fred Schwind
Bigford had added the point, the two
the stage for the season's finale eled out a victory over previously
over the three-mile course with a
teams fought through t h r e e
time of 15 minutes and it seconds, Defensive line-ups:
at Coe next week. A Lawrence unbeaten Phi Delta Theta. 20-0.
On the adjoining field. Beta The
Jim Overby scoreless quarters.
exceptionally good for the poor LE Bob Ellis
victory against the determined
weather conditions.
LT Bob Pittman
Spyro
Lawrence completely rliminat- Kohawks will give the Vikes a ta (with gloves and mittens) sub
Notaras'ed the action. Not that Monmouth 7-9 title recerd and a lever at dued a stubborn Sigma Phi EpsiBob Zimmerman finished fourth,
Jim Webers was bad; they w-ere not. The the championship. A Lawrence 'lon seven. Fraternity spirit can be
his first defeat in his last four 1X3 Don Erucha
starts, and Jim Hoel w u seventh. RG George Reinbacher
Bill Scots, who still had a chance for defeat could throw the race into 'seen at its peak when men com
The meet wound up Lawrence’s
Nitzsche the title, had a big line and a bril* a two-way tie, providing Ripon pete under such adverse conditions.
dual meet season with the Blue RT Jack Stew art
The participants are to be comDon Lemke liant triple threat half-back in the beats Monmouth on Saturday«
and White harriers copping three RE Duane Thonhaus
Sal person of Ray Brooks. On a n y
Ripon hung on grimly on Satur-|mended on their sportsmanship and
victories against conferen.*e compe
Cianciola given play, there was always the day. They came back from their fine attitude toward interfraternity
tition, losing only to the Badgers LLB Jim Calvin
Frank possibility of getting away.
positively humiliating 26-7 defeat sports.
and the Hilltoppe s from Marquette
Preston Twice he almost did. On the op- by Lawrence, (Our motto is, “No
Season's standings: (Final)
university.
RLB Elmer Alderdyce
Don ening kick-off he ran back fifty one crosses our goal line."), to upWON LOST
The summary: 1. Inda iW* 2
Matheson yards, only to fumble, and in the set powerful Carleton, 13-0. The Phi Delts
9
1
Mauer <W> 3. Sultze <W> 4 Me- LH Dick Fulton
Dick Boya second quarter he swept end f o r chances are that they will beat Betas
7
a
Hugh (W> 5. Zimmerman (L> 6 JR H Bob Rafajko
Ron thirty yards, but it ended there. It Monmouth Saturday, but no matter Delts
6
4
Costanza (W> 7. Hoel (L> 8 Joneq
Meredith must have been a very frustrating what happens at Coe. there will Sig E|mi
4
9
(I.) 9. Horstman (L) 19. Se*e* lL> Safety Cas Passaimo
Pete experiteice for him and hi« co- be little doubt in their minds as Institute
4
9
If. Shsrratt <L>
I
Jacobs horts, because only once did they to who the conference champs are. Phi Tauc
9 19

v

Lawrence Clinches Tie;
Season's Finale at Coe'|)e|jj pu|| ypjef
ipa

Wisconsin JV
Harriers Beat
Vikings, 16-39

a

a

va

In Last Contest

\

Fraternity Houses The Press Box
Open for Women
4 Days A Week

________________
By Bill Cerny
_________________
En route ta last week’s snowRight half — T arsan Honor, Be
ball gam e a t Menmouth, the foot- loit. H aaar this year m ade Beloit
ball team stepped aver for a short
workout a t b o x eellege in Gales fans forget aU about the fabnburg. Hospitality was terrific. laus Shelvy Banoy. A trem en
Knox let Lawrence use the reg dous breakaw ay runner possessed
Schedule Now in Effect; u lar gam e field while the Siw- with lightning speed, Honor would
waehers had their workout on the be the perfect complem ent la GiSororities Must Plon
practice field. Knox’s new gym  ordana’s power running and p ar
nasium Is prabably one of the sing.
For Choperonage First finest
Fullback — Ron Rudy, Kenosha,
In college circles today, It’s
although
normally
a halfback
A t a m eeting Monday, Novem really a dandy!
we’ve inserted Rudy at full because
ber 5, the C om m ittee on Adminis Although our sports* staff h asn 't 1he kept Kenosha going this year
high school football too without the trem endous line th at
tration approved the Interfraterni- followed
i(
this season, we believe that Al Ameche,Wisconsin’s frosh stand
ty Council am ended schedule for closely
^
we have enough knowledge to pick <
out had in front of him last year.
informal d ate periods a t the fra- an
a all-state backfield so here goes.
As we said before, we haven'!
ternity houses.
Q uarterback — Rod Herm es, R a had tim e ta follow Wiecenain
William Horlick high, Herm es high school gridiron results tee
The sew proposal allows worn- cine
c
completed
an allready highly suc closely, but we definitely da
em v isiters fat th e
fratern ity ^
cessful season by completing 18 of think that H erm es and Giordana
houses e a W ednesday front 7 224 passes for two touchdowns, scor- j are the cream of the state's grid
p.m . la I I p.m ., an F rid ay , 7 ing two himself, lucking one extra; crop. P erhaps several ether beys
and passing for two others like Ralph Rosseli, Milwaukee
p.m . to 11 p.m ., oa Saturday point,
^
in leading Horlick to an easy 39-0 j E ast, and F rits Heiss, M enasha,
from 7 p.m . te 12 p.m . and an ttrium ph over Racine P ark. During m ay break into the spotlight an
Sunday from neon until 11 pm. tthe course of the season, Herm es the Assaciated Presa all-state
up 56 points on seven TD’s, team , b at our inform ation, high
This new program will go into chalked
c
ly reliable, has led us ta e a r
14 extra points.
operation a t once. H ousem others and
1
Left half — Richie Giordana, choices. No linemen were picked
a re ta serve as chaperones.
j
Kaukauna,
the last of a long line for the simple reason—not enough
At the m eeting la st week, t h e eof outstanding Kaw athletes, led information. Backfield receive aH
C om m ittee on A dm inistration ap- *the N ortheastern Wisconsin confer the ink! But ta aU the linem en
in scoring this season, out- in the state, yau know and I
proved the P an Hellenic Council ence
€
I
gained
all rival team totals him  know, it takes 11 m en ta m ake
proposal th at m en visitors be al- sself, and in his grand finale against a football team , and our all-state
lowed in the sorority room s on INeenah, scored four tim es to wind backs weald have gotten nowhere
W ednesday, F rid ay and S u n d a y ![up
1 his career in a unique fashion. w itheat you!
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NOW'

2 FREE RECORD ALBUMS
With Every
45 R.C.A. VICTOR
PHONOGRAPH ATTACHMENT

FARR'S MELODY SHOP

GoLucmn

from 12 noon until 11 p.m ., and "
on Saturday from noon until m id
night. This schedule, however, will
not go into effect until the Pan
Hellenic Council com pletes
a r
rangem ents for chaperonage.

WOOES TASTE BETTERJ

It takes fine tobacco to give you a better-tasting
cigarette. And Lucky Strike means fine tobaccow
But it takes something else, too—superior work
manship. You get fine, light, mild, good-tasting
tobacco in the better-made cigarette. That’s why
Luckies taste better. So, Be Happy—Go Lucky!
Get a carton today!

□ooc

STUDENTS I Let’s go! We want your jingles! WeVe
ready and willing and eager to pay you $25 for every
jingle we use. Send as many jingles as you like te
Happy-Go-Lucky, P. O. Box 67, New York 46, N. Y.

g erftiin
Willi**' J i b D * 09*
Univ. oI

#

Thls Thanksgiving
have a better trip

for less money by

G re y h o u n d ! F re
quent schedules en
able you to leave
sooner, stay long
er. Easy-chair comfort, friendly
fellow-passengers.
CHECK THESE lO W
h «J
GREYHOUND FARES!
BUY A ROUND-TRIP
TICKET* AND SAVE
g ^ fcS & a t
A N EXTRA 1 0 %
f i W
' A

ffACN WAY I
* Return trip may
b * mod• any tlm•
within 6 monthtl

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

t
7.
t.
t.
10.

On»
Way

R«*M
Trie

Minneapolis, Minn. $ 6.45 $11.65
Madison, W is .......... 2 70 4.90
Milwaukee, Wis. . . . 2.50 4.50
Chicago. Ill................ 3.J0 6.70
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from the editorial board

blood

Situated as we are in the “ivory donors — from the faculty, staff,
tower” of Lawrence, it is easy to and student« — has been gratify*
forget the reality of the outside ing. Ted Hill, chairman of the drive
world — unless we have a rela on this campus, reports that the
tive or friend in the service. The number of pledge cards turned in
current campaign for blobd dona far exceeds all expectations. It is
tions brings the reality pretty close up tp us now to remember our
to home, though. There is a real pledge on November 20. It is a
Deed for blood — both at home and very small effort to give a pint of
blood, but it Is a real contribution
on the battlefield.
The response to the call for bloodlto the war effort.

from the editorial board

orchids to coffee hour
The first student-faculty coffee hour of the year was very success
ful. Coffee and conversation, some light, some serious, combined to
make a thoroughly enjoyable get-together. From remarks on the part
of both students and faculty, it appears that these informal meetings
will continue to be well-liked and well-attended.
A word to the freshmen: We hope that next time more of you will
Want to make use of this opportunity

it's hats off to
eukzadi audience
for its courtesy
Congratulations to the ushers and
the person responsible for not al
lowing late-comers at the Euzkadi
concert to interrupt the opening
portion of the program. I ’m sure
the Basques appreciated our polite*
ness, for surely it was and is the
polite thing to do to not upset the
mood, atmosphere, and concentra
tion present in the opening min
utes of
a concert. After three
years of listening to every concert
on our campus, I ’m grateful that
I can be part at last of a cour
teous audience.
CIum . F. Crowder

letter to the editor*
open letter to Iwa,
editorial board about
cam pu sing Ic women

There comes a time when even
A*\4 to n*v\K ttvri X * * *
To
^ hT
the
most satisfied student finds
from the editorial board
OLvssvper— o*U|- TVree deaKs
1___________
something he genuinely believes is
detrimental to the institution with
which he derives his satisfaction.
The Liberal Arts ideal ran work. That has been demonstrated this Such is the case with me.
past month through the successful conclusion of discussions between
I transferred to Lawrence from
faculty and student groups concerning use of sorority rooms and fra
a
ternity basements. Let’s hope that calm and reason will continue to rule well thought of college and ha vs
Our actions and that future problems will be worked out in this manner. not had one moment of regret By Fred Kersten and Dick Peterson is because of the fire which we
enjoy
because everyone
about the change with the possible There are, oddly enough, a few can’t
crowds
around
studying
like mad
mjicin0
singular
commendations
to
be
made
from the editorial board
exception ot rmss.ng my t.rst two ,hjg week ^ jn pUce of ^ rath
little beasts. Of course, in order to
years here. It sounds like an ex er in addition to the regular in study, they have to turn on the
cerpt from the college bulletin but vectives. The first of these is a lights. Naturally the whole effect
I do mean it. I believe Lawrence salute to the recent tax law, which, is lost. But we don’t care. From
Evidently certain Appleton Post-Crescent writers were worried offers every opportunity found in though falling heavily on *many the radio exudes, i. e., blasts, cershoulders,
_______ takes
____ the
__ onerous
______ tax
____ tain sounds which deos its best to
enough about our famous (or perhaps ‘infamous’) “Lawrence Blueback’’
song that they inquired about it’s being an official college song. T h e y ' v e any liberal arts school and many ^burden from opera, symphony con drive the inhabitants from the
ontitled a small article in the "After Deadline” column, “Keeping the' which are found in very few others, 'certs and so on. The former tax room. Touche.
Record Straight.” Allow us to quote from that article. “. . . the ‘Law
Congratulations are In order to
However, I have Just witnessed had plagued these functions too
rence Blueback’ song is not an official song of the college and does
long and, indeed, had almost suc the administration for its staunch
the
most
juvenile
prseedsre
I
not appear anywhere in the school's literature.” Consequently it is not,
ceeded in stifling them.
and underhanded adherence to
M one non-Lawrentian suggested, “breaking one of the Ten Com have ever come In contact with
The union, too, has taken on ad the policies of this noble Institu
mandments as part of the official school program.”
In *'‘higher education”. I refer ded vigor and after eight o'clock tion. We refer, of course, to the
We have, it seems, incurred some comment, and not the best kind
rather inept punitive measures
either. And jusl what are we going to do about it? Should we go right to the kindergarten process ot there is a distinct coziness. This taken against those unfortunate
ou “yelling like hell”, or should we open up those ‘Viking Songs' to dealing with Lawrence women
students who consider Henry
page five and see what we can do about learning the ‘right song’ that who arrive at their dormitories
Ford’s invention a sign of pro
letter to the editor
is referred to by certain conservatory students as La Vahn Maesch's several minutes late.
•big mistake? (This, by way ot explanation, means only that Mr. As it stands now, a “campused” Re: The Committee on Adminis gress; i.e., convenience. We re
fer those interested to Leacock's
Maesch followed up on his pep song by writing a symphony!) The pep girl cannot speak to college men, tration
bands at other schools seem to know it. They've played it for us, while ter the student union, and cannot When I heard about the suspen “Lost Leaf," the section on the
automobile. We don't think the
we've stood by, puzzled. It's about time we made the move, too.
accept any phone calls, cannot en- sion of two students for having
We're going to be finding copies of the new songbook at the pianos*ter the studet union, and caot cars on campus, I reacted as many measures were severe enough.
What hss happened to the Guil
in the various dorms, the pep band is going to learn some of the songs, leave the dormitory after 6 o’clock
snd we’re all going to be able to sing with them . . . aren't we? Basket without specific permission from others did by "cussing" the com lotine? Or as the Queen so aptly
ball season is almost here, and we're going to be able to show towns an authorized agent of the Judicial mittee on Administration for an put it: "O ff with their heads!'*
We have just received a letter
people, teachers, and administration thtot we've got a weakness for tradi Board. Why the male sex and the other one of their stupid policies.
However, I later realized that they
tion as well as pep. spirit, and some 'great' vocal chords.
Bell Telephone Company are scor were enforcing a regulation which from our correspondent in north
ned with this punishment is some we had been warned about many ern Zhiexk. As you probably know,
this is located in the southern pro
thing I fail to understand.
times, especially in a letter sent vince of Ichschmoe, on the island
Rather than go on about the ob to sll students last summer.
viously childish nature of the pun The students who are here now, of Ubxangbey. Our correspondent,
ishment, I would instead suggest whether they like the policy or not, name of Alonzo L. Zilch, says that
for the first time in over 80 years
What I am about to say, cannot group of cows that stampeded into what I believe to be a better and should abide by the rule. If they it snowed on a Friday. He says
more
mature
procedure.
want a change, they should try to
be said without offending certain the chapel ten minutes after the
When a person Is late, He secure it through the student com that it is,so cold down there now,
people. 1 do not, generally, enjoy performance began last week, in
that in order to bury the dead they
offending persons with whom I am the future, either follow these takes time which he should not mittee which meets with the Com have to carve their legs down to
be
entitled
to.
Hence,
a
punish
mittee on Administration.
oquainted — however, in this in three simple little rules or stay
a point and drive them into the
I have a few suggestions on ground like stakes. If a lot of peo
stance I revel in the thought that home. Cattle are not needed to ment could eonceivably be to
lessen
his
alotted
time.
If
a
girl
how this policy should be admin
I have, at my command, s means support any artistic endeavor.
be late one night, why not de istered. I think the punishment ple die, they have new fence posts.
by which I may offend.
*
*
o
from her a alotted time for was too severe In the two recent In view of this strange custom, we
Last week the college was for
I have heard some talk around duct
the
next?
If due In at It o'clock suspensions. Both students will hope that it doesn’t get any cold
tunate enough to enjoy a group these parts to the effect that the
er around here. This idiotic piece
of performers recent snow is radio-active, caus and she appears at 10:05 why lose vlrtuslly a semester’s work of drivel was formulated without
not
inaist
that
she
be
in
at,
say,
becsuse of their suspension, a my participation — Dick)
called the Euz ed by the atom bomb explosions in
kadi. For t h e our western deserts. These reports 8 o'clock for the next five nights? heavy penalty fer no sdvsnce
Helpful hints for students; be
most part, they are correct to some extent — the One minute Iste means one night warning.
good, study, and in the final analy
of
early
"homecoming".
Special
If these two are suspended, a sis, cheat. (1 didn't write that pu
were well ac snow is radio-active, but then, so
cepted s n d is your wristwatch if it has a lum esses and continued lateness good percentage of the student trid old thing. Fred)'
would
supply
business
for
t
h
e
c o u r t e o usly inous dial.
body should also be suspended, for Definition of a cynic: The name
treated by the
I have in mind a revolutionary meetings ot the Judicisl Board when parents visit Lawrence, they given to a person by those to whom
audience. How idea . . . the installation of a new and should be considered separ allow their sons and daughters to h” teHs the truth when they don’t
ever, there was course! The course can be labelled, ately.
use the family car for the week- want to hear it Anoche.
a small group 'Testing 1” . The course would con I would recommend, however, end.
of small per cern itself with the problems of that the weekend should be free May I suggest that hereafter a
sons who sour giving and taking tests. It would for the first one or two offenses student should be warned first
Clipplnger
ed the entire be open to both students and fac so that the early hours did not cut about having a car and then be
evening for me (and others) and, ulty. This course would teach the out the normal social functions of subject to disciplinary action for Published tv iry w w k daring the ealI« H y a r t u c p l
by the L»wwhat is more important, caused students that cramming for a test the college. If repeated offenses continued use of the car.
rentian B u l l •( Central • ! Lawrence
distraction among the artists per has little or no retentive value, that, are reported the weekend should
One last question: How does college. Appleton. Wisconsin.
Entered u second elan matter, Sep
forming on the stage. This group although you might receive an A be used. As the system is now set the committee on Administration
M. ISIS, a* the paat office at
must consider itself more impor in the exam, you remember little up, a lateness on Monday cuts out expect a student body of 800 to tember
Appleton, Wiaeoasln. ander the act of
two
weeknights
whereas
one
on
get to a , college dance at the March S. 111». Printed h r the Pa*« Pub
tant than the rest of us or it must of what you learn by this method.
company. Applatan, Wisconsin.
be lacking in the fundamentals of The course would teach the faculty Thursday unfairly cuts out t h e gym with only a few taxi cabs lishing
Sabscription rate* ara $5.5# per year, 91.93
weekend
almost
entirely.
Is
a
available as logal transportation? per
audience etiquette. Therefore,
I that a test is merely a measure of
aemester.
Y/rnrs for a better student rela F.dltar-ln-ehlef...................Robert Peteraaa
deem tit necessary to give these student understanding, that a test Thursday tardiness that m u c h
worse
than
one
on
Monday?
Phone«-."*?!
tionship with the Committee on Ad,
simple people a few simple rules is not used to ‘‘catch” students or
James Samter
The above procedure seems to
George David Oetting Business manager.................
which even they can follow:
to check on U»e amount of home be a much more adult way to deal
Phone S-SU4
Managing edltar ............ . .Lynn Caapar
1. When an artist contracta work they are doing. If this course
A u t. basinnes* manager Richard Kraeger
to begin s performance at 8:10, is impossible, I think it is the duty with the problem. If the proposal
DEPARTMENT READS
The Modern Dance club has
the audience la expected to be of every faculty member to tell his is too lenient or too stern, it could
New* editor............................John Rnnhel
easily
be
changed
to
fairness.
I
had
several
fascinating
classes
.Headline e d ito r.................... Caral Krase
there at 8:30—not 8:35 or 8:40. class what he expects in his ex
editor...................... Mary Starha
2. If you are unavoidably de aminations. I also believe that it hope that the Judicial Board will this semester. The sponsor, Feature
Sport* editor............................... Bill Cerny
tained and arrive at the theater is the d u t/ of every student to consider these suggestions and al Miss Wilder, directs the mem Copy edltar.....................Barbara Basnet!
late, wait until an usher seats glean knowledge from his class- ter the present rules to a more bers In technique and dance Photagrapher.........................Dick Zaelha
..........................Winslow Jonea
you. The seating of late arrivals work, not to tudy all night before practical and more plausible meth-( movements. The class meets CartaanM
Co-eirealatien managers ...E n id Ganerhs
la always taken Into considera a quiz and then forget the course od. Rules must be observed, and every Tuesday at 7:15 p.m. at
Jana Glosser
violators punished, but a dignity the campus gym. The members Editorial Beard: RabertandSneed.
William
tion by any ushering staff.
until the next test.
should
be
maintained
by
college,'
Cooler,
Cynthia
Parber.
Jeha Hol
enjoy
the
class
and
invite
every
*
•
*
S. Don’t ever barge Into any
lingsworth. John Arbathnet. Joan
Remember, an apple a day keeps and especially Lawrence students, one to share this enjoyment.
performance after tt has begun.
Arado. Jame« Samter. Donclas ReiI
Sid Ward
mer, Ted Lasby, and the Editor.
So, if /ou *cre a member oC the the doctor sway,

swords into plowshares

melting pot

more and better songs

dipsheet

The Lawrentian

